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Abstract. The objective of this paper is to present a brief introduction to the doctoral thesis of the author. The content of the thesis identifies the critical success factors for obtaining business intelligence success, measured as use, user satisfaction, net benefits and individual impact from an end user’s perspective in the public sector. The author explores the options regarding how to combine task characteristics with system quality and information quality to obtain a fit between task and technology. The output is the design of a model that depicts the relationship between task compatibility and the perceived individual impact of using business intelligence in the public sector. This PhD bridges a gap in obtaining an understanding of what tasks and quality fit the use of business intelligence.
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1 Introduction

In the 1980s, a paradigm shift took place in the governance of the public sector. There were budget deficits, and politicians were not willing to increase the tax burden. New Public Management was the answer to that challenge. In the public sector, there was an adoption of governance mechanisms from the private sector. Market mechanisms were on the side of the expulsion of public enterprises and low confidence in bureaucracy. The focus was placed on leadership rather than policy. Public-sector accounting policies were reversed, and the focus was on variable costs rather than fixed costs. Also, outputs and results were highlighted rather than processes. The transformation in the public sector was driven by the desire for streamlining, supported by technological development [1].

The public sector performs many different types of tasks. In Denmark, the public sector is decentralised. Therefore, the decision making and delivery regarding welfare services take place locally. A Danish municipality delivers health care, social services, employment stimulation, labour-market involution, administration and digitalisation, environmental management, HR and staff management, primary schooling and child care [2]. Indeed, Danish municipalities have more than 300 different IT systems to support task management [3]. One way to improve the decision-making and follow-up process is to implement business intelligence in the
public sector. The IT system enables multi-dimensional analyses based on different data sources. The purpose is to provide valid information to decision makers. Data is derived from multiple source systems, thus analysing various aspects of the organisation's activities [4].

When Chief information officers (CIOs) is asked to prioritise technology investments, they rank BI first [5]. In a highly competitive world, the quality and accuracy of BI are important factors in the generation of profit or loss [6]. Several articles have emphasised the advantages of using BI. When decisions are based on business analytics, organisations can improve business processes and, thereby, their performance [7, 8]. The ultimate aim is to build shareholder value [9]. However, the success of BI varies across organisations. Obtaining BI success is a complex matter, and that complexity carries a cost [10]. The cost of BI technologies is high because implementation includes infrastructure, software, licenses, training and wages [11]. Furthermore, the literature indicates that a significant number of organisations fail to realise the expected benefits of BI [9, 12–16]. This PhD aims to identify the critical factors for obtaining BI success measured as use, user satisfaction and individual impact from an end-user's perspective.

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows: Section 2 outlines a literature review with the current states of the critical success factors (CSF) about BI. In Section 3, I present a preliminary research model based on the literature review presented in Section 2. The method is shown in Section 4; Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Literature review

We conducted a systematic literature review to reveal state of the art for identifying the critical success factors (CSFs) for BI [17]. The literature review focuses on peer-reviewed papers in the period from 2006–2015. We used Papaioannou et al.’s [18] search strategy, which includes databases, reference lists and citations in the search. The inquiry consisted of two parts: one for synonyms of the CSFs and one for BI. Papers were selected first by reading the abstracts, then by reading their full texts. Out of 336 papers and 1,184 references, 29 articles were deemed relevant. We used the framework of IS success to identify the critical success factors and to analyse how researchers identify success in BI.

The main findings that motivated our model were: (i) the research on CSFs has focused little on task compatibility as an independent factor in BI success; (ii) as users often have access to the source system and BI, no research has investigated the characteristics of the tasks supported by BI; and (iii) the dominant factor describing BI success is DeLone and McLean’s IS success model [17].

3 Research model

The research model in Figure 1 integrates the IS success model [19] and the task-technology fit model [20]. The first model addresses the factors in obtaining BI
success, and the other model investigates the relation between perceived fit and system factors to utilise BI to support their task.

Fig. 1. Task compatibility model.

3.1 Technology

The construct's technology consists of two variables, system quality and information quality. In the context, BI is viewed as a tool with which the end user can carry out tasks. With a broader definition, technology refers to hardware, software, data and user support services [20]. In this context, we have limited the technology construct to consist of system quality and information quality. I measure system quality primarily by the end users’ perception of ease of operation [21] and usability [22]. Information quality is measured by the end users’ perception of information. It is consistent representation [21], free of error [21] and reputation [21].

3.2 Task

Tasks are broadly defined as the actions carried out by the end user in turning inputs into outputs [20]. The task characteristics we included were identified by Petter, DeLone and McLean [23] and contain the following variables: task difficulty [24], task specificity [25], task interdependence [24] and task significance [24]. The focus of business intelligence is better decision making. Therefore, under task significance, we have also included the end user's perception of the importance of decision making.

3.3 Task compatibility

In information system research, contingency theory is a highly used approach. In general, the contingency theory focuses on the fit between exemplary systems, tasks and performance [26]. If there is a correspondence between the functionality of the BI system and the task characteristics the users need to carry out, information systems have a positive impact on performance. [20]. The task compatibility determinants are the interactions between task and technology. Different types of tasks require
different technological support. If there is a gap between the task and the functionality of the information system, users’ satisfaction will be weakened [20].

3.4 User satisfaction

The relation between task compatibility and user satisfaction is supported by various studies [27, 28]. There is strong support for task compatibility being a determinant of user satisfaction [23]. Including the construct of user satisfaction is especially relevant if the researcher measures a specific information system [19].

3.5 Use

In many organisations, one of the objectives is implementing a BI system. Accordingly, it is important that the users utilise the system because it affects an individual’s and/or organisational impact. Decades of research have suggested that there are certain characteristics of individuals that influence the use of an IS [23].

3.6 Individual impact

The construct individual impact is the user's perceived impact of the IS system. An IS is implemented to achieve various objectives for the organisation, with many of these objectives unique to the individual using the system. The individual impact has been measured in a variety of ways, including improvements in productivity, quality of decision making and work practices.

4 Methodology

In this type of research, we faced the decision of whether to test the research in a narrowly controlled domain and generalise to a more global setting or visa verse. We decided to focus on the public sector on a more macro level and to include all the end users in an organisation with multiple tasks, types of end users and organisational settings.

I included three cases in the study. The common denominator of all three organisations enumerated in the study is that they are part of the public sector in Denmark and they use business intelligence to support decisions. In Denmark, we have three levels of governance: municipalities, regions and the state. The first case is a municipality with about 18,000 employees and 2.1 billion EUR. The second case is a region of approximately 25,000 employees and a budget of 3.5 billion EUR. The last case is an educational institution governed by the state. There are 3,500 employees employed at the institution, with a budget of 0.3 billion EUR. The 3 cases solve different public-sector tasks and use different business intelligence technologies.
4.2 Development of questionnaire

The basis for the elaboration of the questionnaire was the literature review, which was briefly presented in Section 2. The foundation is DeLone and McLean’s IS success model, as well as the task characteristics that were identified in the literature review. First, all articles were reviewed which referred to BI success, for which questions were validated. Subsequently, I reviewed all the papers that Petter, DeLone and McLean identified as giving IS success. All the issues were added to a database, with themes, article information and questions. Afterwards, the questions were chosen regarding which were best to measure my constructs in the purpose research model. A draft questionnaire was sent to the case organisations for comment. They all returned the draft with comments to ensure that the questions could also be understood in their organisational context.

4.3 Data collection process

All respondents were to answer an online survey. This method was chosen because it is efficient and enabled us to send questionnaires to all end users of BI in the three organisations. To ensure as high a response rate as possible, I made more effort. I tested three survey systems and chose the most user-friendly one. One of the criteria was that users should only have one question at a time, and they should manoeuvre the least possible on screen. Then I formulated the questionnaire in an online survey and typed the questions. To ensure a high level of user friendliness, I used Frogg’s principles: time, psychological effort, brain cycles, social deviance and non-routine [29]. Afterwards, I got four end users of BI at different levels to test the survey using a think-aloud test. The test was sufficiently advanced that it was possible to find 75% of all usability problems with a few tests [30]. Based on the trial, I reviewed the online survey and the survey to make it more user-friendly. It was then sent to 100 BI users in a different organisation than those who participated in this survey. The purpose was to see how an online survey worked in practice for users and based on the collected data, I made calculations, among other things, of reliability and validity.

The organisations had delivered emails on the end users that were created in the BI system. I sent an email with a presentation of the PhD project and a link to the study. After one week, respondents who had not participated in the survey received a reminder. Another reminder was issued after another week. Then the survey was completed.

4.4 Further process

We tested the model with the structural equation modelling technique Partial Least Squares (PLS). The appropriate statistical methodology for testing a model would be a covariance-based SEM (CB-SEM) [31]. Therefore, we used PLS. In the survey there were over 250 participants, there is only a little difference between using PLS
and CB-SEM [32]. The first is related to the theoretical relationship between the latent variables, and the latter is related to the ratio of a latent variable and its indicator. Therefore, it can be used for testing the existing relationship and verification of the theory.

Before testing the relationships in the PLS-SEM model, I would evaluate the validity and reliability [33]. The outer loading of each variable and Average Variance Extracted (AVE) of each construct measure the convergent validity. The recommended threshold value for outer loadings is 0.7 [34]. The AVE values should be above 0.5 in all the variables, which show that the variance of the construct is larger than the error [33]. The composite reliability and Cronbach alpha were calculated to measure the internal consistency reliability. The recommended threshold value is above 0.7 [35]. To address the question of discriminant validity, we calculated the Heterotrait-Monotrait Ratio (HTMT). According to Hair et. al. [34], this is a better measure.

Based on the quantitative data, I will conduct a focus group interview with representatives of the three public organisations. The purpose is to understand the relationships between the different constructs. The PhD dissertation will be article based. It will consist of a linking text contribution as well as three items. The first article’s literature will be reviewed following an article based on Figure 1 of this paper with quantitative data. The third article will be a mixed-method article, where qualitative and quantitative data will be used.

5 Conclusion

The goals set in this thesis are already partially met. The research model has been developed. The questionnaire has been compiled, and data has already been collected in the three public organisations. The ongoing work is to ensure data quality and calculate the model in Figure 1. In relation to data collection, focus group interviews are missing, though a literature review has been published. Articles 2 and 3 need to be written. There is continuous writing on the linking text contribution as the PhD project is being done.
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